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Limitations of cramming 

 

First, know the limitations of cramming and be aware 

of the costs.  Cramming won’t work if you neglected 

all the reading assignments or if you skipped all the 

lectures except the ones you daydreamed through. 
 

The more courses you have to cram for, the less 

effective cramming will be. 
 

Cramming is not the same as learning.  When you 

rely on cramming, you cheat yourself of true 

education.  You won’t remember what you cram. 
 

This point is especially important to recognize if you 

cram for midterm exams.  Some students think they 

are actually learning the material they cram into their 

heads during midterm tests.  They will be 

unpleasantly surprised during finals. 
 

Cramming is also more work.  It takes longer to learn 

material when you do it under pressure.  You can’t 

save time by cramming. 
 

The purpose of cramming, therefore, is only to make 

the best of the situation.  Cram to get by in a course 

so that you can do better next time.  It might help 

raise a grade, if you have been reasonably attentive in 

class, have taken fair notes, and have read or 

skimmed most of the material for the course. 
 

  Those are the limitations and costs of cramming.  

Here is a six-step cramming process. 
 

1. Make choices.  
 

Don’t try to learn it all when you cram.  You can’t.  

Instead, pick out a few of the most important 

elements of the course and learn those backward, 

forward, and upside down.   
 

  For example, you can devote most of your attention 

to the topic sentences, tables, and charts in a long 

reading assignment instead of reading the whole 

assignment.  A useful guideline is to spend 25 

percent of cramming time learning new material and 

75 percent of cramming time drilling yourself on that 

material. 

 

 

 

 
 

2.   Make a plan.     
 

Cramming is always done when time is short.  That is 

all the more reason to take a few minutes to create a 

plan.  Choose what you want to study (suggestion  

#1), determine how much time you have, and set 

deadlines for yourself.  It’s easy to panic and jump 

right in.  Making a plan can save you time and allow 

you to work faster. 
 

3.  Use mind map review sheets and flash cards. 
 

Condense the material you have chosen to learn into 

mind maps.  Choose several elements of the mind 

maps to put on 3 x 5 flash cards.  Practice re-creating 

the mind maps, complete with illustrations.  Drill 

yourself with the flash cards. 
 

4.   Recite ad nauseam. 
 

The key to cramming is repetitive recitation.  

Recitation can burn facts into your brain like no other 

study method.  Go over your material again and again 

and again.  One option is to tape-record yourself 

while you recite.  Then play the tape as you fall 

asleep and as you wake up in the morning. 
 

5.  Relax. 
 

Because you do not learn material well when you 

cram, you are more likely to freeze and forget it 

under the pressure of an exam.  Relaxation 

techniques can be used to reduce test anxiety, both 

before and during the test. 
 

6.  Don’t “should” on yourself. 
 

The title of this article uses a word you should avoid:  

should.  For example, you could start your cramming 

session by telling yourself you should have studied 

earlier, you should have read the assignments, and 

you should have been more conscientious.  By the 

time you open your book you might feel too guilty 

and depressed to continue. 
 

Consider this approach.  Tell yourself it would have 

been more effective to study earlier and more often.  

Remind yourself you will have an opportunity to do 
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that next time.  Give yourself permission to be the 

fallible human being you are. 
 

In short, lighten up.  Our brains work better when we 

aren’t criticizing ourselves. 
 

And one more thing, don’t say “don’t” either. 
 

Want more information? 
 

The Counselling Department and the Academic 

Success Centre are your best sources for advice and 

information on issues related to learning, studying, 

time management, and academic performance. 
 

Workshops on learning, studying, etc., are offered 

regularly each semester by the Counselling 

Department.  Please contact Student Services at 

Abbotsford – 604-854-4528 (B 214) or Chilliwack – 

604-795-2808 (A 1318) to make an appointment. 
 

Study Skills Tip Sheets providing information on 

many learning and time management topics, as well 

as writing and referencing are available free to 

students.  The complete range of Study Skills Tip 

Sheets is available on-line at 

www.ufv.ca/counselling/study/ . 
 

Other Relevant Study Skills Tip Sheets:  
 

Concentration 

Effective Time Planning Strategies 

Learning from Lectures 

Learning from Textbooks 

Making Time Management Work for You 

Note-Taking 

SQ4R: A Classic Method for Studying Texts 

Top 40 Study Strategies 

What to do Before the Test 

What to do During the Test 

 

 

 

 

 

With thanks to “Becoming a Master Student” 

Canadian Second Edition 
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